S u s ta i n a b i l i t y

How Serious Is Climate
Change to Business?
The leading
question

Our fifth annual survey on sustainability suggests that
climate change has yet to become a very urgent issue for
most companies — and that only a minority of companies
are preparing for its effects.

How are managers thinking
about climate
change?
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Findings
Few companies


Within the scientific community, climate change is increasingly seen as one of
the most important long-term issues facing humanity. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change, an international scientific group recognized as an authority on climate change and its risks,
wrote in a recent draft of a forthcoming report that human activity has almost certainly caused average global temperatures to increase during the second half of the twentieth century and that sea
levels could rise by as much as three feet by the end of this century.1
In light of grave scientific concern with climate change — and its likely effects on the planet and
on economic activity — how are managers thinking about this issue?
Few studies have explored how managers are thinking about the connection between climate change and their businesses. In the fifth annual global
executive survey about sustainability and innovation conducted by MIT
Sloan Management Review and the Boston Consulting Group in June 2013,
more than 1,800 managers from a wide variety of industries and countries
offered their views on how sustainability is influencing their corporate
strategies, including approaches to climate change.
Some of the results, presented here, indicate that climate change has yet to
become a very urgent issue for most companies and that only about one-third
believe they are prepared for climate-change-related impacts. In an upcoming
report (due out in the fourth quarter of 2013), we will discuss these results in
greater detail, along with additional survey findings about how sustainability
is influencing corporate strategies.

view climate change
as very or quite
urgent.
The less urgent cli

mate change is for
a company, the less
prepared the organization is likely to be
for its effects.
There is a link


between business
model change and
views on climate
change.
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Few Companies View Climate
Change as Very Urgent

A MINORITY OF MANAGERS BELIEVE
THEIR COMPANIES ARE PREPARED

When asked, fewer than 10% of managers responded
that they believe climate change is very urgent, and only
15% said that it is quite urgent for their company. More
T21 it slightly or not at all urgent.
than half considered

When asked, only 9% of managers responded that they strongly believe —
and 25% that they somewhat believe — that the company where they
work is prepared for climate change risks. Thirty percent responded that
T22disagreed that their company is prepared.
they neither agreed nor
I believe my company is prepared for climate change risks.

How urgent are climate change issues to your company?
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A Sense of Urgency Is Associated
with Greater Preparation
A majority of the survey respondents who believe climate change is a very or
quite urgent issue for their companies also believe their organizations are at least
somewhat prepared for climate change. The less urgent climate change is for a
T21thexorganization
T22-p is likely to be for its effects.
company, the less prepared

Does your company currently measure the effectiveness
of your performance on sustainability issues?
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Business Model Change
and Climate Change
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Companies that measure their effectiveness on environmental
issues — such as waste management and energy efficiency —
are more likely to consider climate change an urgent issue.
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A Link Between Measurement
and Climate
Change
T21
x T28e Views

Please rate your agreement with the following statement:
I believe my company is prepared for climate change risks.
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Climate Change and the
Sustainability Business Case

The more that climate change is perceived as urgent by a company,
T21xT30 are to report that the company
the more likely survey respondents
has changed its business model in response to sustainability issues.

T21 isx perceived
T9
The more that climate change
as urgent by a company, the
more likely survey respondents are to report that the company has successfully developed a business case for sustainability.

Has your business model changed as a result of
addressing the sustainability issues that are most
significant to your company?

Overall, has your company developed a clear business
case or proven value proposition for its approach to
sustainability?
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Note: Percentages may not add up to 100 due to rounding and, for some questions, not including those who responded “do not know.”
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